We report on the controllable pinning of domain walls in stripes with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy by magnetostatic coupling to magnetic vortices in disks located above the stripe. Pinning mechanisms and depinning fields are reported. This novel pinning strategy, which can be realized by current nanofabrication techniques, opens up new possibilities for the non-destructive control of domain wall mobility in domain wall based spintronic devices. [1] [2] [3] . In these devices, the motion and careful positioning of domain walls (DWs) in thin film-based patterned sub-micron stripes underlie the functionalities of the device, and the precise control of DW motion evidently becomes one of the most important goals in device design 1,2 . The most common approaches rely either on localized modifications of material parameters such as the anisotropy constant, which can be modified by ion bombardment 4-6 , or on structural modifications of the stripe such as holes 7 , lateral extensions along the stripe 8 or notches cut into its long edge 1,9-12 . In all these cases, the goal is to induce strong DW pinning at certain positions. Recently, even standing acoustic waves have been proposed as pinning sites 13 along magnetic stripes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic domain wall-based microelectronic devices are promising candidates for future data storage and spintronic technologies [1] [2] [3] . In these devices, the motion and careful positioning of domain walls (DWs) in thin film-based patterned sub-micron stripes underlie the functionalities of the device, and the precise control of DW motion evidently becomes one of the most important goals in device design 1, 2 . The most common approaches rely either on localized modifications of material parameters such as the anisotropy constant, which can be modified by ion bombardment 4-6 , or on structural modifications of the stripe such as holes 7 , lateral extensions along the stripe 8 or notches cut into its long edge 1, [9] [10] [11] [12] . In all these cases, the goal is to induce strong DW pinning at certain positions. Recently, even standing acoustic waves have been proposed as pinning sites 13 along magnetic stripes.
All these approaches rely on structural modifications that lead to different local distributions of demagnetizing fields that change either the internal DW structure and dynamics, or the local fields acting on the DW itself. Although very effective, these alternatives are destructive, since they introduce modifications on the medium where DW motion is occurring.
As this can lead to undesired side effects on the magnetization processes, non-destructive methods, based on the magnetostatic coupling between DWs and magnetic structures external to the medium, offer an attractive alternative way to control the DW positioning through pinning.
One approach to non-destructive DW pinning is the introduction of localized magnetic fields generated by overlyingnanomagnet arrays 14, 15 separated from the stripe by nonmagnetic spacer layers thick enough to ensure that the coupling is primarily magnetostatic.
The asymmetric pinning generated by these nanomagnets provides a way to locally pin In this work, we report the results of micromagnetic simulations demonstrating the feasibility of using a soft magnetic disk-shaped nanomagnet with in-plane magnetization and a vortex ground state as a source of purely magnetostatic pinning for Bloch DWs in underlying magnetic stripes with PMA. The purely magnetostatic coupling between the vortex and the DW gives rise to strong and asymmetric pinning which could be exploited in spintronic devices. Simulated hysteresis loops show that the pinning involves coupling of both the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the DW and vortex magnetizations, indicating a complex pinning scenario, arising purely from magnetostatic interactions, highlighting the major role this interaction plays in pinning site engineering in magnetic DW-based devices.
II. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
The simulations were performed with the Mumax3 package This domain structure will be present in the stipe in all simulations. The disk is initialized in a vortex state with definite circulation (c = +1 for counterclockwise and −1 for clockwise circulation) and core polarity (p = +1 for and "up" core magnetization and −1 for a "down" core magnetization). The system is then allowed to relax using Mumaxs relaxation routine ("minimize") which uses a conjugate gradient method to evolve the magnetization until the ground state configuration is reached. Following each relaxation step, a magnetic field is applied along the z axis (perpendicular to the stripe plane) in 10 Oe steps, driving the magnetization reversal of the stripe through DW displacement. This way, hysteresis loops of the stripe can be obtained. The perpendicular field does not significantly affect the magnetic state of the disk, which stays in its initial vortex state until interacting with the DW. Timedriven, torque minimization dynamical simulations were also performed, yielding the same hysteresis loops as the relaxation routine outlined above.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We will first consider the cases of a disk with c = +1 and p = +1 or −1, and a 6 nm thick spacer layer. Hysteresis loops of the Co stripe obtained in these two cases are shown 23, 24 , where it was shown that a VC tends to stay in equilibrium near DWs in an underlying magnetic film. Given the domain structure in the stripe, and the negative polarity of the VC, the magnetization of the propagating domain is parallel to the VC magnetization, effectively making it easy for the DW to cross the VC position at a relatively small applied field strength (H z = −40 Oe). The opposite phenomenon is observed when H z > 0 ("A" and "B" points in Fig. 1 ): since the vortex core magnetization, pointing "down" (p = −1), is antiparallel to the propagating domain magnetization, the core acts as an effective strong pinning barrier for DW propagation, causing the strong DW bowing observed (Fig. 2, D) and the high applied field necessary to precipitate the depinning process (+130 Oe). Finally, increasing the applied field value from −40 Oe to −100 Oe causes the DW to drag towards the left edge of the disk (Figs. 1 and 2 , J -K), again with its in-plane stray field component coupled to the in-plane magnetization of the disk (Fig. 2, L) . The DW depins from the left edge of the disk at −100 Oe (Figs. 1 and 2, K), quickly moving towards the left edge of the stripe, leading to its magnetic saturation.
It is important to notice that no VC reversal is induced by interaction with the underlying DW at any point of the hysteresis loop thus obtained.
If the VC polarity were positive (p = +1), with the circulation still positive (c = +1), the simulated hysteresis loop (Fig. 1 , red circles and curve) will be symmetric to this one, with the strong DW-VC pinning occurring at negative fields (depinning at −130 Oe, Fig.   1 , B) and the weak pinning occurring at the positive field region of the loop (depinning at +40 Oe, Fig. 1, C) . Again, the DW drags along the regions underneath the disk, depinning from its edges with the same applied fields, regardless of vortex core polarity.
These results indicate that two coupling mechanisms between the DW and the vortex in the disk are present and contribute to the observed behavior: (i) the coupling between the out-of-plane components of the DW stray field (Fig. 3) and the out-of-plane VC magnetization; (ii) the coupling between the in-plane components of the DW stray field (Fig. 3) and the in-plane components of the vortex magnetization.
Since the couplings leading to the observed DW asymmetric pinning are magnetostatic, increasing the distance between the stripe and the disk should decrease the coupling strength in both cases. This coupling strength can be inferred from the strength of the depinning fields extracted from the hysteresis loops. Simulated hysteresis loops with increasingly thicker spacer layers, but the same domain structure in the stripe and in the disk, are shown in that the in-plane magnetostatic coupling also plays a significant role in the overall DW pinning process, and that the evolution of the magnetization of the disk while interacting with the DW cannot be neglected.
These two contributions to the magnetostatic DW-vortex coupling behind the observed DW pinning may be better understood with the aid of the energy landscape of the system.
In Fig. 6 , the sum of the exchange, magnetostatic and anisotropy energies is plotted against the DW position along the stripe for 6, 10, 14 and 22 nm thick spacers and both positive and negative out-of-plane applied fields. As the DW approaches the edge of the disk (for H z > 0) the energy decreases, forming a potential well which confirms the energetically favorable inplane magnetostatic coupling between the DW and the vortex. In these regions close to the disk edges the potential well is symmetric, indicating that the in-plane coupling does not depend on the sign of the applied field (consequently, on the sense of DW motion). As the DW moves further left and reaches the core position (near the middle of the stripe), the energy increases, indicating that the VC effectively acts as an energy barrier for DW propagation. This energy increase is very sharp for the 6 nm spacer, but gets weaker for thicker spacers, becoming barely visible when the spacer thickness is 22 nm. Furthermore, when the spacer thickness increases, the symmetric potential well becomes less deep, consequence of the thickness-dependence of the magnetostatic coupling.
Under a negative applied field (H z < 0), a DW located at the right edge of the stripe will move towards the left, and the symmetric potential well is still present. However, the VC-induced energy barrier is smaller in this case, making it easier for the DW to move past the VC position. This is the origin of the asymmetric reversal evidenced by the hysteresis loops shown in Figs. 1 and 4 . Notice that as the spacer layer thickness increases, not only the vortex-core energy barrier becomes less pronounced, but the energy landscape becomes nearly independent of the applied field polarity (22 nm curves in Fig. 6 ), leading to a more symmetric magnetization reversal process, as evidenced by the 22 nm hysteresis loop in Fig. 4 . The analysis of the energy landscapes thus explains the main characteristics of the simulated hysteresis loops, namely: a symmetric broadening caused by the in-plane coupling, and an asymmetric reversal caused by out-of-plane coupling to the VC.
The energy landscapes in Fig. 6 allowed us to develop a 1D model for the propagation of the DW along the stripe [26] [27] [28] [29] . In this model, the DW dynamics is described in terms of DW position q and the DW angle ψ by the following equations:
where ∆ = (A/K ef f ) 1/2 = 6.3 nm is the DW width, with K ef f = K u − 2πM 2 s , K u is the perpendicular uniaxial anisotropy constant, M s is the saturation magnetization, A is the exchange stiffness constant, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, H k = N x M s is the shape anisotropy field with N x = L z ln(2)/(π∆) being the demagnetizing factor, α is the Gilbert damping parameter, L y and L z are the width and the thickness of the stripe and V is the pinning potential from Fig. 6 , approximated by a superposition of elementary functions.
All these values were taken from the micromagnetic model defined in Sec. II. The model was used to simulate DW propagation for 6, 14 and 22 nm spacer layers. The resulting hysteresis loop for a 6 nm spacer is shown in Fig. 7 , along with a hysteresis loop from a full 3D micromagnetic simulation. Despite the crudeness of this 1D model, which ignores the 3D character of the DW-vortex coupling unveiled by the micromagnetic simulations, the main features of the magnetization reversal of the stripe are reproduced, namely: the free propagation under a low field, the pinning under the dot edge, the higher fields necessary to propagate the DW under the disk and the pinning caused by the VC stray field.
IV. CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that magnetic vortices in nanosized disks can effectively pin 
